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Abstract. Robotics in Architecture is a widely established research
field with various notable scholarly contributions. Historically automobile manufactures have established the production and use of robot
arms and have consequently had the most impact on the design of robot arms with their demands in mind. Thus one could argument that
most robot arms were and are developed for an industry where the
product comes to the tool in a fixed site. When translating this mode
of production ‘product – tool – site’ to an architectural context one has
to admit that the mode of production differs (site varies – tool needs to
come to site – product is result of site-specific design enabled by
tools). This paper is a position paper that questions if robot arms designed and developed for a different mode of production are the right
tools for pursuing digital fabrication in constructing and building architecture. By introducing collaborative robotics the paper discusses
and outlines the advantages as well as disadvantages of collaborative
robotics systems. It concludes with recent findings in creative and collaborative robotics that could shift the use of industry robots in architecture as a research tool to collaborative robots as a pseudo-human
colleague working on construction sites together with humans.
Keywords. Robots in Architecture; Digital Fabrication; Collaborative
Robotics; Creative Robotics; New Design Tools.
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1. Introduction
Robotic fabrication and assembly processes have become a well-established
field of inquiry in architecture research with various notable scholarly contributions by Gramazio & Kohler (2014d); work from Taubman College at
the University of Michigan (2014), as well as the Association for Robots in
Architecture (2014), to name but a few. Yet, this experimental research has
relied mainly on the repurposing of industrial robots that were primarily designed for the automotive industry. Industrial robots were designed and first
used by automobile manufacturer Mercedes-Benz in 1971 at Europe’s first
welding transfer line (KUKA robotics, 2014). KUKA robotic arms, which
are used by several research organisations investigating the application of
robots in architecture, were originally derived from the automobile industry
(KUKA robotics, 2014). This becomes evident as at the time of the development of their first industrial robot FAMULUS, the company belonged to
the Quandt group, which also owns most of the shares from the German car
manufacturer BMW (KUKA Wikipedia entry, 2014). Thus one could make
an argument that most of the commercially available robot arms were and
are developed for an industry where the product (the car) comes to the tool
(the robot arm) in a fixed site (the factory hall). When translating this mode
of production ‘product – tool – site’ to an architectural context one has to
admit that the mode of production differs where the site (location to built on)
varies, the tool (crane, concrete mixer, drill, hammer as well as a robot arm)
needs to come to the site and the product is the result of the design for a site
enabled by the tools. This different mode of production in the building industry obviously creates challenges by taking the robot arm out of its original context.
2. Defining research question
Consequently one could question if robot arms designed and developed for a
different mode of production are the right tools for pursuing digital fabrication in constructing and building architecture. Therefore this paper attempts
to reflect on the mode of production and ask the research question:
“Given the different mode of production in the manufacturing industry to
the building industry and the consequences of using a robot arm outside of a
production-line context, what are the main disadvantages in doing so and are
there other forms of robotics that would overcome the disadvantages, while
maintaining the advantages of robots in architecture?”
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3. Research Methodology
The paper presented is a position paper that instead of presenting results
aims to open up a debate on the use of industrial robots in architecture and
the disadvantages of the tool. Yet the paper is not a critique on robots in architecture but offers an alternative approach towards the tool by discussing
an emerging field in robotics called collaborative robotics (Cobots). Cobots
focuses on human-machine collaboration and offer new possibilities for the
building industry where task variation is beneficial, and close-quarters human interaction is necessary. The research follows a quantitative research
method to systematically and empirically investigate two phenomena in order to make a case for the research. These two phenomena are: (1) overview
of robotics in Architecture and the problems arising from using a robot arm
that has not been developed for the building industry; (2) presenting and discussing Cobots as a potential pathway for using and applying robots in architecture beyond academic research and bespoke projects.
Thus the paper is drawing on findings from (1) robotics in architecture:
on existing knowledge in robotic fabrication in architecture, art and design
(Brell-Cokcan, Braumann; 2012); research with robots in architecture
(Gramazio & Kohler, et. al; 2008, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c); fabrication experiments (Menges, et. al, 2011, 2013), but also in robotics as an engineering
discipline (Dietsch, et. al, 2006); (Enayati; Farid, 2011).
More importantly the paper aims to present to the CAAD community
findings in (2) Collaborative Robotics by discussing it as a novel material
handling technology (Wannasuphoprasit, et. al, 1998); as part of field of research in human automation collaboration (Marquez, 2007); for a flexible
human-integrated assembly automation (Surdilovic; Schreck, 2010); physical cooperation between humans and robots (Lawitzky; et. al, 2012); and
lastly as a future of robotics (Hicks, 2012).
4. Robots in Architecture
Brell-Cokcan and Braumann (2012) argue that architecture research in robotic fabrication has been on the rise since 2006. In 2014 industrial robots can
be found in many architecture faculties around the world (Ibid). Their sixaxes or joints afford them a range of movement that is unparalleled in any
other mechanical tool. This range of movement coupled with the advantage
of being able to attach almost any tool to its extremity makes this type of robot the most versatile piece of equipment available to an architecture fabrication researcher of today. Yet the paper aims to understand where issues in
the use of robots in architecture are to draw a conclusion for next steps.
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Although some research into the use of industrial robots in the construction industry was done in Japan in the 1980’s (Maeda, 2005), a more successful revival of this research commenced in 2006 at ETH Zurich by Fabio
Gramazio and Mathias Kohler (Gramazio & Kohler, 2014). This pioneering
research used industrial robots to build walls consisting of bricks laid at varying angles to achieve highly complex patterns. These brick patterned walls
illustrated that robotic production in architecture could achieve results previously unseen in architectural structures to date. One can observe that several
of these brick structures were installations where a similar mode of production as in the car industry was replicated, yet there is research where the tool
is moved to site to alter mode of production (Gramazio & Kohler, 2014d).
Since Gramazio and Kohler’s research into aggregate robotic assemblies
in architecture there have been several other architecture faculties that have
turned their focus to robotic fabrication research. Notably, the Institute of
Computational Design (ICD) at the University of Stuttgart, Germany is one
such faculty that has been investigating new possibilities in architectural design and construction with robots under the guidance of Professor Achim
Menges. Researchers at ICD have adapted their KUKA KR-150 6-axis robot
arm for CNC routing, hot-wire foam cutting, and carbon fibre thread weaving. Of these pavilions and other experiments conducted at ICD the use of
CNC routed timber finger joints is prominent. Again one can observe that
the tool is fixed at a production site and the product (i.e. carbon fibre thread
weaving) is delivered later to building site.
These are only two of many example and others can be added such as research at the Technical University of Delft Jelle Feringa’s (Hyperbody Research Group) research into robot fabrication in architecture. The group focuses on linear methods of foam cutting with customized hot-wire robot
attachments, and stone cutting with abrasive diamond-wire saw robot attachments (Hyperbody, 2014). To give a final example, the Harvard Design
Robotics Group (DRG) uses industrial robots to explore advanced architectural ceramics, low-volume customisation, life cycle design, and design for
robotic assembly. They have engaged in several robotic research projects
such as tile placement robots, ceramic 3D printing, and combining traditional methods of clay extrusion with robotic wire cutting (DRG, 2014). Yet
again both research teams apply a mode of production that is typical of the
car industry and not as the construction industry operates.
4.1. CHALLENGES WITH USING INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
“Industrial robots are distinguished by their versatility. Like computers, they are suitable for a wide variety of tasks because they are ‘ge-
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neric’ and therefore not tailored to any particular application” (Gramzio & Kohler, 2014).

Although the versatility of industrial robotic arms is highly advantageous to
the field of architecture fabrication research, certain characteristics of these
machines make them unsuitable for construction industry purposes. One of
the most problematic issues is that large industrial robots can be extremely
dangerous. Therefore they are generally confined to a caged area and operated from a distance so as to ensure the safety of the operator. Whereas this is
not a concern in the automotive industry, it is a challenge in the construction
industry where the mode of production is different. Further, these robots can
weigh upwards of one metric ton and can generate a deadly level of torque
and momentum. The standard industrial robot is unaware of anything apart
from the lines of movement instructions pre-loaded into them, and so collisions with objects or people can occur if these obstructions are not preprogrammed into the robots. Hence they have no sense of their surroundings
or themselves. Certain end-effector attachments used in manufacturing with
robot arms require cables or tubes that run along the length of the robot arm
such as compressed air tubes, power cables, etc. As these robots have no
way of sensing these different types of attachments, cables and tubes can become twisted around the robot. The robot arms can even collide with themselves depending on their attachments.
Apart from these hardware and Occupational Health and Safety issues,
when programming industrial robots the standard programming language is
G-code, a type of programming language read by robots. It is a simple language that specifies speeds, and tool-path movements that are translated by
the robot’s post processor. The post processor calculates the kinematics for
its intended trajectories and sends instructions to each of the robots servo
and stepper motors. It is a procedure that is dependant on pre-loaded data,
with a small amount of interactivity at the time of production when the operator is able to cycle through these pre-loaded instructions in forward and
backward directions, and at various speeds. Standard industrial robots that
are used in architecture research are bound to these pre-loaded instructions
and hence are unable to re-calculate their trajectories based on live data.
Programming tasks for industrial robots is not an easily acquirable skill.
As these robots are performing tasks that they were not originally designed
to carry out, custom software must be written in order for the robot to perform CNC fabrication tasks. This again is not such an issue in other industries like the previously mentioned automotive industry where robots are
programmed once to perform a single task which is to be repeated for
months and years. This is different in architecture where each building is be-
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spoke and each construction step differs from the one before. To give an example, when building a brick wall, even though it may look like the same
task repeated over and over again from the perspective of a human onlooker
– for a robot each step is completely different as individual bricks may be
located for pick up on the same spot but need to be situated each time at a
different spatial location. This demands a large understanding of programming and programming industrial robots is not a common skill possessed by
architects, let alone architecture researchers. It is therefore an extremely unintuitive method of communication between architect and robot. As mentioned earlier, the reason for this is that industrial robots were designed to
carry out repetitive actions instead of the constantly changing tasks for
which architects would like to use them.
To conclude one could argue that there are three problems with the use of
robot arms in the construction industry:
x Hardware constraints (size, weight, mobility);
x OH&S (Occupational Health and Safety) issues; and
x Programming and software concerns.

These are not problematic issues for the car industry as factories are built
to hardware constraints, OH&S issues can be addressed through the design
of the factories and the robot arm repeats the same task over and over again.
Thus one needs to program a task only once. Consequently we argue that architectural research needs to look beyond industry robots and seek other
forms of robotic solutions that would overcome the disadvantages, as listed
above, yet maintaining the advantages of robotics in general.
5. Collaborative Robotics
Collaborative robots or Cobots are to our understanding an alternative. They
are cognizant, agile and mobile (Rethink Robotics, 2014). They are designed
to collaborate with human colleagues, and further are made to work in closequarters with human beings, thus not raising OH&S concerns (Ibid). Lastly
cobots are able to learn new processes from their human counterparts in an
intuitive manner. It is for this reason that the employees at Rethink Robotics
(Ibid) refer to the programming of their first commercially available collaborative robot named Baxter as ‘teaching’, thus Programming and software
concerns can be minimized. To add to these advantages, cobots employ a
number of sensors and underlying intelligent systems that give them some
level of awareness of their surroundings and how they themselves are situated in their environs. They have rules that govern their behavior in order to
avoid collisions with humans and other obstacles in their span of reach. Un-
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like the automotive industrial robots they are interactive, and so their tasks
may vary depending on the actions of their human collaborators and their
general environment. As such, the following paper attempts to present further background information about cobots to the CAAD community.
Prof E. Colgate, Prof M. Peshkin and A/Prof W. Wannasuphoprasit of
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois (USA) in 1996, coined the name
‘Cobot’ as a contraction of Collaborative Robot. They defined a cobot as “a
robotic device, which manipulates objects in collaboration with a human operator” (Colgate et al., 1996). In essence the idea of the cobot is to assist
humans in any activity and environment through direct interactive communication and action. Since the teams initial cobot project there has been extensive research in the field, exploring applications such as assisting the elderly,
or children with autism, to self-driving automotive and surgical cobots.
At Carnegie Melon University the Coral research group is experimenting
with autonomous mobile service robots that perform tasks in a multi-level
office environment. Their research is directed towards ‘Indoor Mobile Robot
Localisation, ‘Symbiotic Human-Robot Interaction’ and ‘User-Centered
Task Planning and Scheduling’. In these experiments a cobot must perform
many different types of tasks involving human interaction. The cobot must
therefore be flexible and observant of physical and non-physical methods of
human communication. Moertl’s et al (2012) paper on physical cooperation
between humans and robots discusses how interactive robots must sense the
changing in role allocations vis a vis human/robot task collaboration.
“Most of the related existing approaches towards autonomous physical
robotic helpers target merely the smooth and intuitive reactive behaviour of robots in physical interaction with humans rather than situation-dependent active task contribution” (Ibid).

This pro-active approach to human-robot collaboration is interesting
when considering collaborative processes that involve creativity, as the construction industry often requires creative solutions on site ad hoc.
Prof Julie A. Shah leads the Interactive Robotics Group (IRG) at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The group’s vision states:
“Our work converges to a single goal of harnessing the relative
strengths of humans and robots to accomplish what neither can do
alone” (Interactive Robotics Group, 2014).

This statement illustrates the nature of what an architectural cobot could
achieve by combining the strengths of creativity and general cognizance of
the human architect and the precision and speed of the robot. Research projects at the IRG include “an omni-directional mobile base capable of carry-
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ing loads for a long operating time”, a cobot that “can perform manipulation
and navigation in human environments”, the “fluid coordination of humanrobot teams” and “work on multi-agent scheduling” (Ibid). Thus not only
problems with the use of industrial robot arms could be overcome, cobots
would add further value by becoming a creative co-worker available for both
architects during design phase and builder at the construction phase of a project. But are cobots already commercially available?
Several cobots are now being manufactured for commercial enterprise.
Baxter is Rethink Robotics’ first generation cobot to reach the marketplace.
Rethink claims that Baxter is easily taught by factory-floor workers to perform tasks by simply guiding Baxter’s arms and telling it when to clutch and
release objects – no computer programmer required (Hicks, 2012). Baxter
can sense the direction in which its arms are being pushed and assist in the
intended movement, making the robots extremities seem lightweightBaxter
is not the only cobot commercially available. ABB is an industrial robotics
manufacturer that has also introduced it’s own dual-arm cobot named YuMi.
YuMi is in competition with cobots such as Baxter for work alongside humans on the factory-floor. An interesting feature (also seen in some other
commercial cobots) is its seven-axis/joint arms. YuMi has one extra degree
of freedom than its automotive industrial cousins. This is so that YuMi can
rotate its arm to avoid collision and twisting while keeping its end effector in
the exact same position. This feature is called kinematic redundancy.
This first generation aims to collaborate with workers on the factory floor
performing straightforward processes such as packing and sorting. Hitherto
again in a mode of production similar to the car industry, the research team
believes that cobots are better adapted for the construction industry than industrial robots and aim to investigate this in future research.
6. Conclusion
With these two main observations in mind – the problems of industrial robotics and the advantages of collaborative robotics yet not applied and researched in an architectural context, one could argue for the presence of a
research topic to extend the knowledge of robotics in architecture and adding
another tool into the mix.
In outlining this argument further, the use of robots in architecture is a
well-established field of research that is being pursued in many architecture
faculties around the world. However the industrial robots currently used in
this research are not purpose-built and therefore have many qualities that are
unsuitable for use outside of academia. Cobots are interactive robots built to
work alongside people. Thus the research team believes this to be the fun-
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damental difference from past industrial robots and current/future cobots.
Where industrial robots are treated just like any other tool, cobots have the
potential to become collaborators, and soon these robots will move into a
grey area or tool/collaborator hybrid. They have real-time decision-making
capabilities that could offer architects options during the design and fabrication processes, and hence could enhance the creative process by offering options that may not have occurred to the human architect. Architects work in
offices and on construction-sites. Both require collaborative work in closeproximities, and are environments that are constantly changing where an
awareness of the environment is paramount. Architects already benefit from
the use of many types of digital and analogue tools to enhance the accuracy,
speed, and general quality of their work product. Cobot could drastically
augment these qualities and many more functions of architectural practice,
driving them beyond the laboratory and into the architecture workplace.
7. Long-term objectives of research and next steps
Yet as mentioned at the beginning, this paper is a position paper and the research team has the following long-term objectives of the research, which
will be developed at next steps and presented in conferences to come:
x Gain deeper knowledge about the differences and specifics of Collaborative
Robotics (technological in hardware and software) in comparison with standard industrial robots (technological in hardware and software).
x Understand and investigate modes of production in the construction industry
in general before focusing on a specific type of construction in one particular
building typology (i.e. the use of bricks for single storey residential houses).
x Develop a standard set of communication methods and interactive systems
between architect and robot collaborator for a variety of tasks that have the
potential to be enhanced and/or optimised.
x Once the tasks are identified and solutions have been formulated, the research
group intends on testing their effectiveness by developing software and
hardware prototypes that will engage in these tasks.
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